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This manual contains completely worked-out solutions for all the odd-numbered exercises in the

text.
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IT only contains the odd numbered exercises, in larger font and some of them have typos and are

actually harder to follow than the examples in the book.IF you are not going to include explanation

for ALL the exercises, Why write it at all? How was this published? Was the editor drunk?This is

complete garbage, a new solutions manual should be made with ALL the exercises, fully explained.

This solutions manual (odds only) is split between fully worked out problems, partially worked out

problems, and just the answers. It's great for some word problems that require the correct

interpretation of the problem's wording, but for everything else it either skips around steps or simply

states the answer, which is already in the back of the book.I think it's good to have on you, but often

times I end up using Wolfram Alpha to help me solve the more difficult questions.

A solution manual, just like the back of the book. I read all the warning signs yet I still purchased the

book. Worst solution manual ever. The font is large. Which took up one too many pages. Does not

show how the problem was solved. Okay, it did for less than two problems per section. Utterly

uselessness, this book is just paperweight for itself.



Save yourself the hassle of dealing with a solutions manual that does not even give solutions.

Multiple answers are incorrect. Answers that are correct are not helpful. If you actually want to

understand the problems, spend your money on Chegg or Wolfram Alpha. I wish I never bought this

excuse of a solutions manual. In fact, if you can help it, get a different calc book all together.

bought it used and definitely seen it in the product. some marks here and there and folds but it's

alright

Thank god I buy this book for five bucks. Is a piece of trash. I fare better using wolfram alpha pro

that give a step by step solution.

One of the worst solutions manuals I've come across. Most "solutions" are merely answers-not

actual solutions. If you're looking for a step-by-step solution to a problem, find it somewhere else.

Very disappointing. Why publish a book if you're going to put little to no effort in it?

DON'T BUY THIS BOOK. It only has the odd numbered answers which are already in the back of

the textbook. Sure it has explanations but those can easily be found online and are usually not

necessary when you have the final answer. I returned it and didn't even get a full refund because

return shipping fees weren't covered.
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